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Abstract
Deep Learning methods have found many applications such as segmentation, recognition and classi-
fication. However, almost all of these methods require large data-set for the training step and a long
training time. Indeed, in surveillance video domain, as for many real-world applications, samples are
only accessible in limited amounts owing to acquisition and experiments complexity. In this work, we
introduce compressed VGG Auto-Encoder system for road image segmentation in high-resolution aerial
imagery. The objective of our experiments is to improve the methodology of distinguishing the road
network when only few Data is available. We propose an approach based on compressed Auto-encoder;
focus on avoiding the over-fitting effect by generating new data augmentation, based on basic filter
transformation to increase and enhance the quality of data training, in the aim of learn an appropriate
and simplified representation of data from the original data set in order to obtain a deeper insight from
large data-set, and to achieve a quick segmentation training time. Our model achieve a good result and
is considered as the best network for fast and accurate segmentation of road images, compared to other
models. Furthermore, we provide an explanation of these techniques and some recommendation for
their use in the field of deep learning.
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1. Introduction

The segmentation of foreground regions is the key task in many computer vision systems. While
segmentation is considered as an essential pre-processing step, it presents a hindrance for many
surveillance applications such as traffic monitoring, people counting, and action recognition
[1, 2, 3].

Automated road segmentation from aerial imagery is a fundamental unit formany applications
[4, 5], including geographic information systems, especially for vehicle navigation, traffic
management and emergency response [6, 7]. It is also an important component of military
topography and cartography. Furthermore, the extraction of roads taken from aerial or satellite
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imagery offers an effective solution for the rapid development of new cities [8], which requires
frequent road updates.

In recent years, Deep Learning approaches have achieved outstanding performance in many
computer vision tasks such as image classification, object and anomaly detection and natural
language processing [9, 10, 11, 12]. Indeed, Deep learning is a subset of artificial intelligence. It
is distinctive from conventional Machine Learning in how representations are learned from the
raw data. Deep learning discovers the hidden structure of complex data using a hierarchical
network through multiple layers, where each layer learns representations of data with multiple
levels of abstraction. Furthermore, a variety of deep learning methods have been studied and
discussed over the past few years [11, 13]. Generally, the Deep learning methods can be divided
into four categories: Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs), Restricted Boltzmann Machines,
Auto-encoders and Sparse Coding [14].

Nowadays, Deep Learning applications are becoming ubiquitous in the computer vision field,
especially for the object segmentation task [15, 16, 17]. As it has show better performance
compared to machine learning methods. Most researchers have worked on developing a robust
and sophisticated segmenting objects models based on Deep Learning methods such as in
[15, 18, 19]. Authors mainly discussed the accuracy of Deep Learning segmentation methods
mainly when large training data are available and a powerful computing unit is used. They
rarely explored how to train a model when only small data-sets are available.
Learning developing Deep Learning models trained on small data-set is one of the recent

research topics in a variety of fields. However, few works have been conducted to address
this problem. In medicine for instance, to make a semantic segmentation of the 3D images in
abdominal tomography, the authors in [20] used a cylindrical transformation in a cylindrical
coordinate system to increase the limited number of images. The results obtained by these
transformations have a higher segmentation performance than the FCNs [21] when a limited
number of annotated images is used. In [22] the authors proposed a new approach (SSF-CNNN)
based on the reduction of the learning parameters number by modification of the structure and
strength of the filters obtained by CNN to mitigate the lack of the number of training data. The
approach has proven to be effective for multiple object classification and a real-world new-born
face recognition problem. However, in [23] the authors increased the number of samples in the
database by a radial transformation in the polar coordinate system at the pixel level for each
image. The proposed technique has improved the generalization performance of the model for
several data-sets.
This our paper is part of deep learning models development in the domain of road image

segmentation. In deep learning, high-level features extracted from the network layers are
learned from data using a basic learning procedure. In addition, to reconstruct the result
segmentation mask easily and to achieve good results from these precise features, the presence
of large databases is necessary. In fact, in the real world scenario, a large data-set is not always
available. Based on the fact that, we will be going over the three models of auto-encoder road
segmentation, one based on VGG16 and the others based on compressed VGG. Then, compare
the performance of each approach on a adaptive road benchmark dataset called the Teselas
dataset [24].
The objective of this paper is to perform feature extraction and high-dimensional data

reduction with different filtering strategies in order to create an adaptive learning data set for



accurate road segmentation with less computational time.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the materials and the

proposed methods. We describe the models and evaluate the performance of the proposed
approaches in Section III. This is followed by a general discussion and Conclusion in Section IV.

2. Methods and Materials

In this section, we describe the method and material used to build a robust road image segmenta-
tion system. We provide an overview and a detailed description of each component introduced
in the methodology of our work. As well as, the detail of the overall approach and data training
process strategies.

2.1. Auto-Encoder

The Auto-encoder is Deep Neural Network, considered as an unsupervised learning technique.
Its main goal is to reproduce its input Data at the output [25, 26] wherein the input and
the output layers both have the equal number of neurons. It consists in compressing the
data successively until the encoder part obtains a latent form. Then decompress them in the
decoder part. It projects the data from a higher to a lower dimension through the use of
non-linear transformation and preserve the significant features of the data by deleting the
non-essential elements. This lower dimension is used to reconstruct the original data at the
output of the network in order to guarantee the accuracy of the input through the usage
of non-linear transformation. In fact, there exist four well known Auto-encoders namely;
Convolutional auto-encoder, Denoising auto-encoder, Variational auto-encoder and Sparse
auto-encoder. Several applications of Auto-encoders can be found in the literature such as Data
denoising and Dimensional reduction [27]. The complete network is illustrated in Figure1. The
Auto-encoder has three essential blocks:

• Encoder: As its name indicates, the encoder attempts to encode all of the useful infor-
mation about the input into the latent space.

• Latent space: The space represented by compressed form of input.
• Decoder: In the decoding process the decoder reconstructs the input based only on the
information in the latent space.

2.2. Data Augmentation

It is well known that the success of Deep Learning applications is strongly dependent on
the amount of data available for its training. To overcome the limitations inherent in small
numbers of training samples, we tested data-set augmentation [28]. Image data Augmentation
is a regularization process that relies on applying transformations to images for uses both
the original image and the transformed images to train model [29, 30]. Therefore, the idea
is to use the existing data to create more data, in order to avoid over-fitting, to improve
model performance. Some example adjustments include translating, cropping, scaling, rotating,
changing brightness and contrast. However, these methods are generally used in all fields of
image and video processing such as recognition, detection, segmentation etc.



Figure 1: Architecture of General Auto-encoder approach.

2.3. Evaluation protocol

In our experiments we propose approaches based on VGG16 Auto-encoder andMulti-Depth VGG
Auto-encoder. In deed, we use the Auto-encoder as supervised learning to perform segmenting
the roads for the all approaches.

We construct the VGG16 Auto-Encoder Network with VGG16 model as the encoder part for
the first approach by using Pooling and Convolution layers,This process allows to decrease the
size of the input data Then, we replaced the fully connected layers as a latent space. For the
decoder part, the transposed architecture of the VGG16 has been used for reconstructing the
result mask of input frames. This reconstruction process increases the size of the latent space
representation to bring it back to its input dimensions by using Upsampling and Convolution
layers which are known as transposed VGG16 architecture.
In the Compressed VGG Auto-Encoder approaches, we stacked Convolution and Pooling

layers in the Encoder parts for down-sampling the input images, and in the Decoder part we
have placed Convolution and Upsampling layers for up-sampling the images in latent space.
In fact, the hidden layers are in multi-depth. In such a way that the number of layers will be
reduced, i.e. the VGG16 Auto-Encoder model will be compressed to VGG12 and VGG10.
Finally we train the whole models from scratch with Teselas dataset [24].
General approaches VGG16 Auto-Encoder and Multi-Depth VGG Auto-Encoder architecture

can be visualizing in Figure4, Figure5 and Figure6.



2.4. Data-set and Metric

We trained and tested our model on Teselas Dataset [24] which contains real aerial images of
transport routes, collected in Spanish regions and captured in challenging scenarios. The data-
set contains 2 categories (category 1—no road, category 2—road exists), around 9000 labelled
tiles (png format). Also, we evaluate the models through several metrics recommended in the
literature [31] namely: Specificity, Precision, F-Measure.

Figure 2: Examples of labelled aerials images of Teselas Dataset (A) Category 1—no road, (B) and
(C)category 2—road exists .

2.5. Data Training

In this sub-section, we describe the data training process of our data strategies selection, we
selected twenty 520 frames for each category. However, the model was fed through various
data training strategy namely:

• Strategy DA: consists of augmenting data by generating Three classical transformation
frames (rotation to cover the essential angles) for each selected training frame.

• Strategy Filter: consists in generating four operation filter transformation by (contour
detection, Detail enhance, EDGE enhance and FIND edges) for each selected training
frame to facilitate data visualization and eliminate non-informative variables.



Table 1
The description and the number of samples used for the training of each strategy.

Strategy Description nbr of samples
FEW DATA 520 frames of each category)x2 1040

CLASSIC DATA AUG Few Data+(3 transformation DA) 4160
FILTER DATA AUG Few Data+(3 transformation Filter) 4160

The table 1 shows the description and the number of samples used for the training of each
strategy.
The Detailed transformation of different strategies are presented in Figure3.
The AE was implemented (trained and tested) using Keras library [32] programming in

Python and the training process on GPU Nvidia GTX1080TI. The models was trained during
150 epochs. We train the networks with RMSprop optimizer. Loss is computed between the
Ground truth label and the predicted result using a binary cross entropy loss function. The
entire network was trained with 80% frames from the data training, and 20% frames for validate
the training of the networks. We also do the evaluation of the models with 50% of the data-set.

3. Experiments and Results

In this section, we describe how the proposed approaches are implemented as well as the
obtained results. Then, we compare the three approaches.

3.1. Experiments

For the first approach VGG16 Auto-Encoder part. The explanatory diagram is shown in Figure4.
In the two second approach we built models at different depths, we start with 12 hidden

layers then gradually decrease to 10 hidden layers.
The detailed information and structure concerning the layers of the approaches models can

be found in figure5 and figure6 .

3.2. Evaluation of the approaches

In this sub-section, we analyze the influence and the result of the training strategies for each
approach.

• Training Time :

The Training Time of the training strategies results for each approach are shown in Table 2
on second.
The results clearly show that VGG10 AE model trained on New filter data augmentation

strategy has less computational time than the other strategies.
To more analyse our models performance we plotting the accuracy and the loss functions

between training and validation data for the all approaches trained on different strategies in
Figure7, Figure8 and Figure9.



Figure 3: Detailed transformation of the different Data Augmentation strategies.

Table 2
Training Time of the training strategies for each approach

Architecture Trainable Different training time strategies (S)
Params Small Data DA Classic DA Filter

VGG16 AE 18087715 328045 1315534 1312389
VGG12 AE 9590145 218174 860137 883612
VGG10 AE 5460097 163077 658538 635932



Figure 4: Structure layers of the approach model based VGG16 Auto-Encoder.

Figure 5: Structure layers of the approach model based VGG12 Auto-Encoder.



Figure 6: Structure layers of the approach model based VGG10 Auto-Encoder.

Figure 7: Training and Validation Accuracy/Loss of the used strategies on VGG16 AE.



Figure 8: Training and Validation Accuracy/Loss of the used strategies on VGG12 AE.

Figure 9: Training and Validation Accuracy/Loss of the used strategies on VGG10 AE.



We can see that for training loss plot of training on data without making any increases for all
approaches, the gap between validation and training loss is clear, it shows that the models are
over-fitting due to the lack of data training.

From the training loss plot of training on data increased by classical data augmentation of all
approaches, we can suggests some intuition that the model is over-fitting, it can clearly be seen
starts over-fitting after 50-80 epoch.
From the (VGG10 AE trained on classical data augmentation) training loss plot, there are

rarely differences between training and validation loss curves, Therefore, we can see that the
effect over-fitting has decreased due to the presence of data augmentation transformation
From the training loss plot of VGG10 AE trained on filter data augmentation strategy, the

loss validation and loss training curves are both converging, so the model avoids over-fitting
through the new samples added to the training data-set with higher precis features which help
and facilitates the system for the learning task, and the number decreased of layer.

For the accuracy curves, observing that with each decrease in the hidden layers of the models
the accuracy increases and the both curves converge even more.

We show that the model (VGG10) trained on FILTER data augmentation gives better results
compared to others in terms of accuracy and error. When we added more data training through
filter transformation in model, we can notice that the validation loss decreased whereas the
accuracy validation increased, therefore, we avoided the over-fitting. In this case, the model
sounds more robustness.
Our objective is to make a compromise between the four factors (decreasing the number of

hidden layers, the error decreasing without presence of over-fitting and the precision increases
on less time training possible).

3.3. Comparison of our results

Table 3
A comparison between our result Test approach

Method FM Pr Sp
VGG16 AE 0.785 0.863 0.966
VGG12 AE 0.797 0.899 0.971
VGG10 AE 0.841 0.913 0.976

To make a better visual comparison between our approaches. We present in Figure10,
qualitative comparison results, we selected as a demonstrative example two frame from the
Teselas data-set.

The first row show input frames, the second row shows the ground truth, the third row
present VGG16 AE model, the fourth row show VGG12 AE model and the last row present the
results VGG10 AE model. All the models trained on FILTER strategy.
The results from Table 3 and Figure10 shows that VGG10 AE trained on FILTER data aug-

mentation approach has better performance than the other models and shows a very selectivity
segmentation.



Figure 10: Visual comparison of foreground masks generated by our selected models.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of object segmentation in high-resolution aerial imagery and
discusses the application of deep learning techniques to solve a problem related to segmentation
and existence of geo-spatial elements (road network) in the available cartographic support. This
challenge is addressed by constructing an auto-encoder neural network trained to segment
roads in aerial imagery using manually labelled data.

In this study, we use VGG-Auto-Encoder approach with applying data and feature reduction
on the data training using an adaptive data augmentation techniques (FILTER transformation)
to perform road segmentation from aerial images model with less training time and avoiding
the over-fitting effect.
we presented experiments comparing Multi depth VGG Auto-Encoder Deep Learning ap-

proaches trained through three strategies of few data. Our techniques for increasing and
enhancing sample training are morphological data augmentation and geometric transformation
based on filter transformations. The afore-mentioned techniques have been used in order to
minimize and reduce the over-fitting effect as well as to generate the features that are necessary
for road segmentation and to increase the model performance in the quickest possible time
training.
As can be seen from our previous results, the VGG10 AE model trained on FILTER data

augmentation strategy significantly improves the performance in terms of all the objective
metrics compared to other strategies for the VGG16 AE and VGG12 AE approaches. From the
results obtained, we can see that the results of VGG10 AE model achieve improved performance
that obtained by other models.

The results indicate that the compressed learning model VGG10 AE trained on FILTER data
augmentation can successfully learn road segmentation generalisation in the short possible
time with little learning data. In addition, the preservation of the essential information given
through the filter-based transformations (contour and edge enhance), has a purpose to increase
the size of the data without losing primary information. As well as, to create adapted and
necessary information . As a result, new data augmentation strategy were demonstrated based



on the preservation of essential and necessary information to adapt the compress Auto-Encoder
technique and a new technique to avoid the over-fitting effect.
The main goal is to enhance object segmentation (road network) in high-resolution aerial

imagery technique based on supervised deep Auto-Encoder with few data training. However,
we can concluded that filter-based transformations for training model, help the model improve
the generalization capabilities and build an accurate model with few data training. Moreover,
compared to the traditional techniques of data augmentation (flipping, rotation and translation)
that relies on the change of location of the coordinates in the same mathematical plane which
produce little improvements. Our work shows the importance of augmenting the data training
with purpose, as with for creating a new representation of the variables with the results of
the operation filters to extract the variables necessary for the segmentation task such as (edge
enhance and contour detection) to eliminate the irrelevant variables that could distort the
predictions and to achieve a quick segmentation training time.
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